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          TELEHANDLERS FOR AGRICULTURE 

        

        
          The agricultural telehandler is a working vehicle that facilitates transport, lifting and positioning of both light and heavy loads thanks to the presence of a hydraulically operated telescopic boom. It can be either fixed or articulated.

Unlike normal tractors with front lifting, it can be used to handle loads even in small spaces thanks to 2 steering axles. Thanks to the telescopic boom it is possible to reach greater heights and distances, for example it is possible to easily load very large dumpers, or stack round bales in columns of 5 or 6 levels without difficulty.  Furthermore, the characteristic side boom greatly increases visibility during work compared to a normal tractors with front lifting.

The great advantage of telehandlers is that they can perform various jobs using the same vehicle: their peculiarity is their versatility. A telehandler can be equipped with different equipment and accessories for specific tasks: power take-offs, forks, buckets, forks with needles, clamp for big bales, lifting hooks, rear 3-point lifting device, etc. This makes it a unique and irreplaceable vehicle for the best management of work cycles and labor in any farm.        

         

      

      
    

    
      

        
          TELEHANDLERS FOR CONSTRUCTION 

        

        
          The construction telehandler is a vehicle used to handle, transport and lift both loads and people. The telehandler can be defined as fixed or rotary depending on whether or not it equipped with a rotating turret.

The telehandler is a very versatile vehicle that can replace forklift trucks, aerial platforms (PLE) and cranes in the construction sector.

Compared to forklift trucks, it has the ability to reach higher and further thanks to the telescopic boom, it has greater visibility given by the lateral positioning of the boom and guarantees accessibility on rough terrain.

If equipped with a man basket, a telehandler can easily act as an aerial platform, also guaranteeing greater stability, load capacity, and work platform dimensions that can reach up to 6m. If equipped with a lifting hook or winch it can, in many situations, replace the crane. Furthermore, equipped with a bucket it is suitable for handling aggregates on the ground.

A telehandler, therefore, is a vehicle suitable for performing multiple jobs, robust and easily maneuverable even in confined spaces thanks to the 2 steering axles.

The wide range of Dieci telehandlers also allows to choose the best vehicle suited to the needs of each individual construction site. The personnel is immediately operational thanks to the easy and intuitive use of the vehicle and its high level of security ensures them to work in safe conditions.
        

        
      

      
          
              
                 
                
                    
                        
                    
                

              

          

          
              
                   
              

              
                   
              

          

      
 
    


    
      
          
              
                   
              

              
                   
              

          

          
              
                   
              

              
                   
              

          
                  
      
    
      

        
          TELEHANDLERS FOR QUARRIES AND MINING SITES
 

        

        
          Versatility and operational flexibility are the main characteristics of Dieci telehandlers and of its other vehicles, thanks to the adoption of special technological expedients and quality components, they are perfect as they guarantee extreme performance as required for works in mines, quarries and tunnels.

With the wide range of telehandlers you will always have the right vehicle to perform maintenance work on conveyor belts, chain devices, ventilation systems, and cope with the many unforeseen needs that can occur everyday in these activities.

While, the giant dumpers, designed expressly for mine work, allow important loads and are absolutely unique for their strength and manageability.
        

        

      

    


    
      

        
          TELEHANDLERS FOR ARMY, CIVIL PROTECTION AND EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 

        

        
          
It makes us very proud to be able to say that the Dieci telehandlers are often used by Civil Protection, Armed Forces, Fire Department and Formula 1 Rescue Team.

These entities choose our vehicles for several reasons: versatility, reliability and possibility of customization with special attachments. 
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